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シュプリンガー・イーブックスのコンテンツ
STM（科学・技術・医学）分野とHSS（人文社会科学）分野を網羅したコレクションへ

出版年2016年のパッケージから、パルグレイブ・マクミランの電子ブックがシュプリンガー・イーブックス・コレクションに統合され、新たに人文社会科学・ビジネス・経営・金融分野をカバーする10のパッケージが誕生しました。
STM（科学・技術・医学）分野が主であったこれまでのシュプリンガー・イーブックス・コレクションは、より分野を拡大し、さらに包括的なイーブック・コレクションとなりました。

20の分野別パッケージ（2016年～）

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Springer Science, Technology and Medicine Collection</th>
<th>Springer Humanities and Social Sciences Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Biomedical &amp; Life Sciences</td>
<td>• Behavioral Science &amp; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chemistry &amp; Materials Science</td>
<td>• Business &amp; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Computer Science</td>
<td>• Economics &amp; Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Earth &amp; Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>• Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Energy</td>
<td>• History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engineering</td>
<td>• Law &amp; Criminology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mathematics &amp; Statistics</td>
<td>• Literature, Cultural and Media Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Medicine</td>
<td>• Philosophy &amp; Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Physics &amp; Astronomy</td>
<td>• Political Science &amp; International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional &amp; Applied Computing</td>
<td>• Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

オンラインアクセス範囲

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>←1840年代〜2004年→</th>
<th>←2005年〜2015年→</th>
<th>←2016年～</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>シュプリンガー・ブック・アーカイブ（11分野）</td>
<td>シュプリンガー・イーブック・コレクション（13分野）</td>
<td>シュプリンガー・イーブック・コレクション（上記20分野）</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>バルグレイブ・アーカイブ</td>
<td>バルグレイブ・コレクション</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

あらゆるブックタイプを網羅するシュプリンガー・イーブック・コレクション
シュプリンガー・イーブックスは、あらゆる種類の書籍を提供します。
- モノグラフ
- アトラス
- プロシーディングス
- テキストブック
- ハンドブック
- エンサイクロペディア
- レファレンス・ブックス
- ブック・シリーズ
- レビュー

Times Higher Educationによる
世界大学ランキングトップ100大学の95%*が導入

*2014年データ
Cognitive Psychology

Human Action Control
From Intentions to Movements

This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction into the areas of human action planning and action control. It discusses the basic theoretical issues and questions in understanding the planning and control of human goal-directed action. The authors begin by presenting an integrative theoretical framework and the neurobiological foundations of action planning and execution. Subsequent chapters discuss how goals are represented and how they guide action control; how perception and action interact; how simple and complex actions are selected and planned; how multi-tasking works; and how actions are monitored. Topics of interest include: stimulus-triggered selections, rule-based,[…]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-09243-0

Hardcover
2016. XII, 220 p. 60 illus., 14 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-3-319-09243-0

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Psychology of Perception

This book defines the terminology used in the fields of sensation and perception and describes the biological and physical bases required for understanding sensory experiences. It offers more specifically an introduction to the study of psychophysics, auditory perception, visual perception, and attention, and discusses the basic concepts and mechanisms used to interpret different perceptual phenomena. Featured topics in this book: Laws of psychophysics, including the discrimination law of Weber and Stevens’ power law. Psychophysical methods and signal detection theory. Hearing music and speech. Color,[…]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-31789-2

Hardcover
2016. XI, 156 p. 74 illus., 19 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-3-319-31789-2

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Sleeplessness
Assessing Sleep Need in Society Today

This book critically evaluates the popular notion that today’s society is suffering from ‘sleep debt’, or what Horne calls ‘societal insomnia’ - an apparent chronic loss of sleep, which can lead to obesity and related physical and mental disorders including heart disease. It presents evidence which suggests that sleep debt has not in fact worsened to any marked extent over the last hundred or so years, by looking back at some historical writings on sleeplessness and integrating the findings with, evidence-based research that he has undertaken over the last decade. Written in a concise and understandable way, and interwoven with real-world insights, the book will be useful to[…]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-30571-4

Softcover
2016. XX, 212 p. 8 illus., 1 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-3-319-32791-4

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Centrality of History for Theory Construction in Psychology

This book offers a comprehensive overview of the purpose of history for psychology. Its purpose is to ask why history should be of concern to psychologists in teaching and research, and in theory and in practice. The future position of humanities subjects is currently highly debated on all fronts. Chapters focus on the arguments from psychologists, upgrade the precision and quality of discussion, and thus, provide a base for affirming the place of history in psychology in the broad field of psychological activity. A fundamental question dominates the discussion. Is the purpose of the history of psychology to serve current psychology, rather than to contribute to historical knowledge […]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-42759-1

Hardcover
2016. XI, 248 p. 5 illus., 1 illus. in color. (Annals of Theoretical Psychology, Vol. 14)
ISBN 978-3-319-42759-1

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.
Critical Psychology

J. Davies (Ed.)

The Sedated Society
The Causes and Harms of our Psychiatric Drug Epidemic
This edited volume provides an answer to a rising public health concern: what drives the over prescription of psychiatric medication epidemic? Over 15% of the UK public takes a psychiatric medication on any given day, and the numbers are only set to increase. Placing this figure alongside the emerging clinical and scientific data revealing their poor outcomes and the harms these medications often cause, their commercial success cannot be explained by their therapeutic efficacy. Chapters from an interdisciplinary team of global experts in critical psychopharmacology rigorously examine how pharmaceutical sponsorship and marketing, diagnostic inflation, the manipulation and burying of[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-44910-4

Softcover
2017. XVI, 318 p. 1 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-3-319-44910-4
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Psychological Methods / Evaluation

M. O'Reilly, J.N. Lester (Eds.)

The Palgrave Handbook of Adult Mental Health
This Handbook gathers together empirical and theoretical chapters from leading scholars and clinicians to examine the broad issue of adult mental health. The contributors draw upon data from a variety of contexts to illustrate the multiple ways in which language as action can assist us in better understanding the discursive practices that surround adult mental health. Conversation and discourse analysis are useful, related approaches for the study of mental health conditions, particularly when underpinned by a social constructionist framework. In the field of mental health, the use of these two approaches is growing, with emergent implications for adults with mental health conditions,[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-49684-3

Psychology (general)

J. Valsiner, G. Marisco, N. Chaudhary, T. Sato, V. Dazzani (Eds.)

Psychology as the Science of Human Being
The Yokohama Manifesto
This book brings together a group of scholars from around the world who view psychology as the science of human ways of being. Being refers to the process of existing - through construction of the human world - here, rather than to an ontological state. This collection includes work that has the goal to establish the newly developed area of cultural psychology as the science of specifically human ways of existence. It comes as a next step after the "behaviorist turn" that has dominated psychology over most of the 20th century, and like its successor in the form of "cognitivism", kept psychology away from addressing issues of specifically human ways of relating with their worlds. Such,[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-21093-3

Hardcover
2016. XXIII, 375 p. 29 illus., 16 illus. in color. (Annals of Theoretical Psychology, Vol. 13)
ISBN 978-3-319-21093-3
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Cross Cultural Psychology

M. Ben-Avie, Y. Ives, K. Loewenthal (Eds.)

Applied Jewish Values in Social Sciences and Psychology
This volume interweaves concepts and methods from psychology and other social sciences with Jewish ideas and practices in order to address contemporary social issues. This volume brings together pioneering research from scholars in such fields as psychology, education, and religious studies. The authors inte-
**Business Taxation/Tax Law**

**IFRS in a Global World**

*International and Critical Perspectives on Accounting*

This book, dedicated to Prof. Jacques Richard, is about the economic, political, social and even environmental consequences of setting accounting standards, with emphasis on those that are alleged to be precipitated by the adoption and implementation of IFRS. The authors offer their reasoned critiques of the effectiveness of IFRS in promoting genuine global comparability of financial reporting. The editors of this collection have invited authors from 17 countries, so that a great variety of accounting, auditing and regulatory cultures, and educational perspectives, is amply on display in their essays.

More on [www.springer.com/978-3-319-28223-7](http://www.springer.com/978-3-319-28223-7)

**Corporate Governance**

**Corporate Governance and Corporate Behavior in Japan**

*The Consequences of Stock Options and Corporate Diversification*

This book carefully examines the effects of changes in the corporate governance structure on corporate behavior or company performance, using micro-data from listed companies in Japan. The author found that in Japan the introduction of stock options had neither a positive impact on profitability nor the negative side effects of promoting risk-taking behaviors. Furthermore, he found that corporate diversification and division of corporations showed negative impacts on profitability. The corporate governance structure of Japan has exhibited a large change from the second half of the 1990s to the present. There have been institutional reforms involving enterprise law, such as the [...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-4-431-56004-3](http://www.springer.com/978-4-431-56004-3)

**Knowledge Management**

**Enterprise as an Instrument of Civilization**

*An Anthropological Approach to Business Administration*

In this book, the functions and dynamics of enterprises are explained with the use of anthropological methods. The chapters are based on anthropological research that has continued mainly as an inter-university research project, which is named Keiei Jinruigaku, of the National Museum of Ethnology (Japan) since 1993. These studies have a twofold aim: to clarify that enterprises are not only actors in economic activity but also actors that create culture and civilization; and to find the raison d’être of enterprises in a global society. Business anthropology is an approach to the investigation of various phenomena in enterprises and management using anthropological methodology (e.g. [...])

More on [www.springer.com/978-4-431-54915-4](http://www.springer.com/978-4-431-54915-4)

**International and Comparative Education**

**Pedagogies for Internationalising Research Education**

*Intellectual equality, theoretic-linguistic diversity and knowledge chuangxin*

This book explores pedagogical concepts, metaphors and images of non-white, non-western researchers and research students on the internationalization of education. Specifically, this book draws on the intellectual resources of China and India to explore the pedagogical dynamics and dimensions of the localization/globalization of education with non-Western characteristics. It introduces theoretic-linguistic non-Western concepts from the Tamil, Sanskrit and Chinese languages for use in Western, English-only education and redefines the intellectual basis for internationalising education. Debating whether ‘international education’ is Western-centric in terms of its privileging and [...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-981-10-2064-3](http://www.springer.com/978-981-10-2064-3)

**Marketing**

**Encyclopedia of Tourism**

This encyclopedia is the most comprehensive and updated source of reference in tourism research and practice. It covers both traditional and emerging concepts and terms and is fully international in its scope. More than 700 contributions of 766 interna-
tionally renowned experts from 113 countries provide a definitive access to the knowledge in the field of tourism, hospitality, recreation and related fields. All actors in this field will find reliable and up to date definitions and explanations of the key terms of tourism in this reference work. Tourism is the largest industry worldwide and is the main source of income for many countries. With both, this practical impact of tourism and [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-01383-1

Hardcover
2016. LV, 1100 p. 213 illus., 209 illus. in color. In 2 volumes, not available separately.
ISBN 978-3-319-01383-1

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Non-Western Philosophy

Forthcoming
H. Matsumaru, Y. Arisaka (Eds.)

Tetsugaku Companion to Nishida Kitaro

This book offers the first comprehensive collection of essays on the key concepts of Kitaro Nishida (1870-1945), the father of modern Japanese philosophy and founder of the Kyoto School. The essays analyze several of the major philosophical concepts in Nishida, including pure experience, absolute will, place, and acting intuition. They examine the meaning and positioning of Nishida’s philosophy in the history of philosophy, as well as in the contemporary world, and discuss the relevance of his philosophy in the present context. The book next looks at the significance of Nishida’s philosophy in the wider contexts of science, arts, and religion. The book includes a glossary of key [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-41783-7

Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-319-41783-7

August 11, 2017

Operation Research/Decision Theory

Cognitive Workload and Fatigue in Financial Decision Making

This book presents new theory and empirical studies on the roles of cognitive workload and fatigue on repeated financial decisions. The mathematical models that are developed here utilize two cusp catastrophe functions for discontinuous changes in performance and integrate objective measures of workload, subjective experiences, and individual differences among the decision makers. Additional nonlinear dynamical processes are examined with regard to persistence and antipersistence in decisions, entropy, further explanations of overall performance, and the identification of risk-optimization profiles for long sequences of decisions.

More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55311-3

Hardcover
ISBN 978-4-431-55311-3

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

F. Satoshi

Prescription for Social Dilemmas

Psychology for Urban, Transportation, and Environmental Problems

This book provides a theoretical, empirical, and pragmatic understanding of social dilemmas (SDs). A SD is a social situation where cooperation maximizing collective or social profit is different from defection maximizing individual profit. Problems arise when too many group members choose to pursue individual profit and immediate satisfaction rather than behave in the group’s best long-term interests. The problems include an environmental problem and various types of urban, economic, and political problems. Most books treating SDs are not monographs but are proceedings or omnibus volumes written by different researchers. Few monographs have been published for SDs, but those few deal [...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55617-6

Hardcover
ISBN 978-4-431-55617-6

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

F. Kohlbacher, M. Prieler

Advertising in the Aging Society

Understanding Representations, Practitioners, and Consumers in Japan

Population aging is a powerful megatrend affecting many countries around the world. This demographic shift has vast effects on societies, economies and businesses, and thus also for the advertising industry. Advertising in the Aging Society presents insights from a large-scale content analysis as well as questionnaire surveys among advertising practitioners and consumers in Japan. As the most aged society in the world, Japan lends itself as particularly suitable to study the implications of population aging. This book shows that older people, and especially older women, are highly underrepresented in advertising and are generally portrayed in stereotypical, albeit not necessarily [...] More on www.springer.com/978-0-230-29339-7

S.J. Guastello (Ed.)

palgrave macmillan

Hardcover
2016. XXIII, 155 p.

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.
Science Education

M.-H. Chiu (Ed.)

Science Education Research and Practice in Asia

Challenges and Opportunities

This book discusses the scope of science education research and practice in Asia. It is divided into five sections: the first consists of nine chapters providing overviews of science education in Asia (China, Lebanon, Macau, Malaysia, Mongolia, Oman, Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand). The second section offers chapters on content analysis of research articles, while the third includes three chapters on assessment and curriculum. The fourth section includes four chapters on innovative technology in science education; and the fifth section consists of four chapters on professional development, and informal learning. Each section also has additional chapters providing specific comments on [...] More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-0845-0

Hardcover
2016. VIII, 578 p. 44 illus.
ISBN 978-981-10-0845-0
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Supply Chain Management

S.K. Kwan, J.C. Spohrer, Y. Sawatani (Eds.)

Global Perspectives on Service Science: Japan

This contributed volume presents the experiences, challenges, trends, and advances in Service Science from Japan’s perspective. As the global economy becomes more connected and competitive, many economies depend the service sector on for growth and prosperity. A multi-disciplinary approach to Service Science can potentially transform service industries through research, education, and practice. Offering a forum for best practices in Service Science within Japan, the volume benefits its audience by sharing viewpoints from a wide range of geographical regions and economies. The book is organized as follows: • Foundations of Service Science and the service industry [...] More on www.springer.com/978-1-4939-3592-5

Hardcover
2016. XII, 349 p. 125 illus., 50 illus. in color. (Service Science: Research and Innovations in the Service Economy)
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Services

M. Toivonen (Ed.)

Service Innovation

Novel Ways of Creating Value in Actor Systems

This is the first book that summarizes the 20-year history of service innovation research and combines it with the future need to adopt a systems view in the field of service research. The book emphasizes that the most urgent issues of today’s economies – the development of welfare and sustainability – can-

not be solved with innovations in individual service offerings only, and that innovations of service sys-
tems are increasingly needed. Various theoretical approaches and perspectives from different disciplines are included, providing a comprehensive view of the current understanding of the nature of service inno-
vation. The book illustrates the achievements of two research traditions [...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-54921-5

Hardcover
2016. XVII, 281 p. 38 illus., 16 illus. in color. (Translational Systems Sciences, Vol. 6)
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Science Education

M. Matsui

Fundamentals and Principles of Artifacts Science

3M&B-Body System

This is the first book covering original information on the mathematical science of such the artifacts as 3M&B-body system, in which “3M” means human, material/machine, money, and “1” means the information/method in nature versus artifacts. This book is the product of industrial engineering versus Wiener’s cybernetics challenge for a half-century. For 3M&B-body, there are two approaches of artificial intelligence/IT (internet of things) and Matsui’s matrix/3D to systemization and control. The former is the ana-
logical and visual approach to real entity. The latter is the digital and logical approach to system decision and is applied to the robotics of bodies. The mathematical science of [...] More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-0472-8

Softcover
2016. VII, 74 p. 50 illus., 37 illus. in color. (SpringerBriefs in Business)
ISBN 978-981-10-0472-8
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

T. Kuschei

Capacitated Planned Maintenance Models, Optimization Algorithms, Combinatorial and Polyhedral Properties

This book examines the problem of maintenance planning and scheduling in industrial production sys-
tems. It presents two practically relevant, determin-
istic mathematical models: the capacitated planned maintenance problem (CPMP) and the weighted uncapacitated planned maintenance problem (WUPMP). It introduces specific optimization algo-
rithms such as construction heuristics, Lagrangean and tabu search metaheuristics. A problem indepen-
dent hybrid approach links and alternates between two Lagrangean relaxations. It also analyzes the solv-
ability with respect to the computational complexity of several problem classes, polyhedral properties and lower bounds. Computational studies demonstrate [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-40288-8

Softcover
ISBN 978-3-319-40288-8
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.
Behavioral/Experimental Economics

N. Tokumaru

Social Preference, Institution, and Distribution
An Experimental and Philosophical Approach

This is the first book to examine behavioral theories on social preference from institutional and philosophical perspectives using economic experiments. The experimental method in economics has challenged central behavioral assumptions based on rationality and selfishness, proposing empirical evidence that not only profit seeking but also social preferences matter in individuals’ decision making. By performing distribution experiments in institutional contexts, the author extends assumptions about human behavior to understand actual social economy. The book also aims to enrich behavioral theories of economics directed toward institutional evolution. The author scrutinizes how specific [...] More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-0136-9

Hardcover

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Business Law

Emerging Issues in Sustainable Development

This book seeks to answer the questions: how do the rules of international treaties on trade and investment apply to the new laws and policies relating to energy-related trade, and do the rules of the multilateral system contribute to or detract from sustainable development? An emerging set of new problems in the law of international trade is how to reconcile the rules of the multilateral trading system with shortages of certain natural resources and the necessity to develop renewable energy resources. The chapters in this book provide a comprehensive analysis of the international trade issues presented by national trade laws and policies with regard to natural resources and [...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-56424-9

Hardcover
2016. XIX, 402 p. 3 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Economics, Law, and Institutions in Asia Pacific) ISBN 978-4-431-56424-9

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Development Economics

The Myanmar Economy
Its Past, Present and Prospects

With motivated human resources and a rich natural bounty, Myanmar is expected to take off with sustained growth and eventually attain a unique welfare state. On the basis of the authors’ field surveys and innumerable dialogues with public officials, private professionals, scholars, and others, in addition to intensive desk studies since around 2000, the present volume lays out the essential ingredients for drawing a roadmap to realise the above-mentioned objective. That goal is, specifically, financial development, adequate social capital, indigenous modern manufactures and closer international tie-ups, among others, but above all, sound agrarian development. An effort has been made[...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55734-0

Hardcover
2016. XV, 239 p. 32 illus., 27 illus. in color. ISBN 978-4-431-55734-0

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Economic History

Economic History of Warfare and State Formation

This edited volume represents the latest research on intersections of war, state formation, and political economy, i.e., how conflicts have affected short- and long-run development of economies and the formation (or destruction) of states and their political economies. The contributors come from different fields of social and human sciences, all featuring an interdisciplinary approach to the study of societal development. The types of big issues analyzed in this volume include the formation of European and non-European states in the early modern and modern period, the emergence of various forms of states and eventually modern democracies with extensive welfare states, the violent[...] More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-1604-2

Hardcover

Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.
Economic Policy

Modern Classical Economics and Reality
A Spectral Analysis of the Theory of Value and Distribution

This book presents an in-depth, novel, and mathematically rigorous treatment of the modern classical theory of value based on the spectral analysis of the price–profit–wage rate system. The classical theory is also subjected to empirical testing to show its logical consistency and explanatory content with respect to observed phenomena and key economic policy issues related to various multiplier processes. In this context, there is an examination of the trajectories of relative prices when the distributive variables change, both theoretically and empirically, using actual input–output data from a number of quite diverse economies. It is suggested that the actual economies do not behave[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-54785-3

Hardcover
2016. XIV, 268 p. 63 illus.
ISBN 978-4-431-54785-3
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Game Theory

Game Theory and Its Applications

This book integrates the fundamentals, methodology, and major application fields of noncooperative and cooperative games including conflict resolution. The topics addressed in the book are discrete and continuous games including games represented by finite trees; matrix and bimatrix games as well as oligopolies; cooperative solution concepts; games under uncertainty; dynamic games and conflict resolution. The methodology is illustrated by carefully chosen examples, applications and case studies which are selected from economics, social sciences, engineering, the military and homeland security. This book is highly recommended to readers who are interested in the in-depth and up-to-date[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55003-7

Hardcover
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Industrial Organization

Production Control Systems
A Guide to Enhance Performance of Pull Systems

Selecting a suitable production control policy is a challenging task for managers because the superiority of one control over the other is controversial. This book analyzes pull production systems and provides a guideline to choose and implement a proper control policy in production processes. By employing a proper control policy the maximum possible throughput of the production system can be achieved with the minimum work-in-process inventory. Kanban, CONWIP, and base-stock as wellknown pull control policies are analyzed and analytical comparisons among them in multistage serial and assembly production processes are presented. Illustrated by carefully chosen examples and supported by[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55196-6

Hardcover
2016. XX, 105 p. 18 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Management for Professionals) ISBN 978-4-431-55196-6
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Institutional/Evolutionary Economics

Essays in Economic Dynamics
Theory, Simulation Analysis, and Methodological Study

This book reflects the state of the art in nonlinear economic dynamics, providing a broad overview of dynamic economic models at different levels. The wide variety of approaches ranges from theoretical and simulation analysis to methodological study. In particular, it examines the local and global asymptotic behavior of both macro- and micro-level mathematical models, theoretically as well as using simulation. It also focuses on systems with one or more time delays for which new methodology has to be developed to investigate their asymptotic properties. The book offers a comprehensive summary of the existing methodology with extensions to the more complex model variants, since[...]


Hardcover
2016. VIII, 258 p. 79 illus.
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

The Enigma of Money
Gold, Central Banknotes, and Bitcoin

This book provides a new way of understanding modern money and markets by stressing their self-fulfilling/self-destructive properties as institutions from evolutionary perspectives. In contrast to an unrealistic view of the neoclassical general equilibrium theory that models the price mechanism of a “concentrated market” without using money, presented here is an alternative theory of markets on how a realistic “dispersive market” using a stock of money and inventory
as buffers can work as a multilayered price-quantitative adjustment system. The central features of modern sovereign moneys seen in inconvertible IOUs of central banknotes can be depicted as “The Emperor’s New Clothes”[...]


**Water Use and Poverty Reduction**

This book is the outcome of empirical research on the sharing of water of the Teesta River, which flows through India and Bangladesh. The main purpose is to show how regional cooperation between India and Bangladesh regarding sharing of Teesta River water can ensure optimal benefits for people living in the area of the Teesta Basin located in the two countries. The author takes an interdisciplinary approach focusing on the relationship between availability of water and the reduction of poverty in the Teesta Basin as a whole. The book presents findings of a comparative socioeconomic survey on the Dalia and Gazoldoba irrigable areas, with background information on the Teesta River and[...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-4-431-55171-3](http://www.springer.com/978-4-431-55171-3)

**Coping with Regional Vulnerability**

Preventing and Mitigating Damages from Environmental Disasters

Whether a natural event turns into a disaster depends on the severity of the hazard as well as the condition of the social sphere of its potential victims, i.e., vulnerability. We focus on regional vulnerability considering the fact that regional socioeconomic conditions determine the aspects of the damage and thus the risk management policy. This book provides the theory and methodology to understand and cope with regional vulnerability through an interdisciplinary approach. The fields mainly included in this work are welfare and environmental economics, the planning and management area of civil engineering, and risk management. In particular, we focus on hazard and vulnerability[...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-4-431-55168-3](http://www.springer.com/978-4-431-55168-3)

**Economic Effects of Public Investment**

An Emphasis on Marshallian and Monetary External Economies

This book shows the necessity of measuring the incidence-basis indirect economic effects of public investments. The essential argument can be traced back to H. Mohring versus J. Timbergen, the conclusions of one contradicting those of the other. Their arguments are called, respectively, “transfer” and “existing theory” of the indirect economic effect of public investments such as highways. The author has first defined the categories of “generation-basis” and “incidence-basis” economic effects in addition to the categories of direct and indirect economic effects, and has shown that it is essential to measure the inci-
nomic growth in Asian countries. Recently, most Asian countries have achieved rapid economic growth and their existence cannot be ignored in the world economy. However, these countries now face the serious problems that have confronted more developed countries such as environmental problems, social security and unemployment. Rapid economic growth has brought environmental pollution, regional disparities, and serious congestion due to insufficient infrastructure. Thus, it is necessary to understand the background economic mechanism in order to find the prescription for each problem. [...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55293-2


Regional Free Trade Areas and Strategic Trade Policies

This book presents a theoretical investigation of the formation of regional free trade agreements (FTAs), the behavior of global enterprises, and government trade policies in various game forms including multistage games, repeated games, and timing games. In the last few decades, the number of FTAs has been rapidly increasing in the world, especially in Asia. In particular, East Asian countries are expected to be main engines for sustaining the world economy. Focusing on East Asian economies, strategic behaviors of governments and firms in order to attain their own aims are examined. The analytical methods employed in this book are those currently being developed or that recently [...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55620-6
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Innovative ICT Industrial Architecture in East Asia

Offshoring of Japanese Firms and Challenges Faced by East Asian Economies

This book aims to shed light on the potentially innovative ICT (information and communication technology) architectures from an East Asian regional perspective. The business environment brought about by the development of ICT intensified global competition and caused dramatic changes in the industrial architecture. Firms that are involved in manufacturing and maintenance of ICT hardware and that offer services for software development are continuously being created, giving rise to the provision of new and diverse services to an increasingly growing East Asian regional market. Such industrial activities are advancing the shift from an old to a new industrial architecture. Some parts off [...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55629-9


The Theory of Mixed Oligopoly

Privatization, Transboundary Activities, and Their Applications

This book outlines the core concept of the theory of mixed oligopoly and presents recent results that have arisen in a mixed oligopolistic market. The wave of privatization since the 1980s has taken the development of the theory of mixed oligopoly in several directions. Although the main concern of the theory of mixed oligopoly focuses on the effect of regime change—especially privatization of a public firm—on social welfare, existing studies have not considered the difference in economic environments. With drastic changes in economic environments along with eco-

nomic development in recent years, the domestic and foreign markets have become more and more integrated, firms have become [...] More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55632-9


The Economics of International Immigration

Environment, Unemployment, the Wage Gap, and Economic Welfare

This is the first book that takes a theoretical approach to the effects of international immigration by considering the current economic topics confronted by more highly developed countries such as Japan. Developed here is the classic trade model by Hecksher–Ohlin–Samuelson, McDougall’s basic model of the international movement factor, the urban–rural migration model by Harris–Todaro, and Copeland–Taylor’s well-known model in the field of environmental economics by introducing new trends such as economic integration including free trade and factor mobility between countries at different stages of development. Coexistence of two types of immigrants – legal, skilled workers and [...] More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-0091-1
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K. Kondo

M. Yanagihara, M. Kunizaki (Eds.)
papers on security in East Asia and the Pacific Region: the history of and present issues in international relations[...]
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Social Policy, Public Economics

Y. Nakamori (Ed.)

Knowledge Synthesis
Western and Eastern Cultural Perspectives

This book provides readers the idea of systemically synthesizing various kind of knowledge, which needs to combine analytical thinking and synthetic thinking. Systems science is expected to help in solving contemporary complex problems, utilizing interdisciplinary knowledge effectively and combining analytical thinking and synthetic thinking efficiently. However, traditional systems science has been divided into two schools: one seeks a systematic procedure to give a correct objective answer; the other develops an emergent, systemic process so that the user can continue exploratory learning. It is not an exaggeration to say that analytical thinking and synthetic thinking have[...]
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Hardcover
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Self-determinable Development of Small Islands

This book aims to clarify the present situation of the relations between small island countries and territories on the one hand and the great powers, mainland areas, and mega-islands on the other, and explores how small island countries and territories preserve and build their identity under globalization. This book is divided into five parts. The first part presents papers on issues that are related to Okinawa: the American military presence, the formation of a global human network, and the history of and language revitalization in Okinawa. The second part includes
Development Economics

A.A. Batabyal, P. Nijkamp (Eds.)

Regional Growth and Sustainable Development in Asia

This book addresses two general questions that have arisen as a result of the uneven rise of the various Asian economies in contemporary times. First, to lift people out of poverty and to improve the quality of their lives, how do we institute policies that will ensure economic growth in the different regions of Asia? Second, what can we do to ensure that the economic growth we seek is sustainable so that the regional economic development that emerges is broad-based, inclusive, and environmentally conscious? Specifically, this edited book will provide a unified perspective on regional growth and sustainable development in Asia by focusing on the above two broad questions. The book[...]
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Early Childhood Education

H. Li, E. Park, J.J. Chen (Eds.)

Early Childhood Education Policies in Asia Pacific
Advances in Theory and Practice

This book evaluates recent early childhood education policies on the basis of a ‘3A2S’ framework, which refers to accessibility, affordability, accountability, sustainability, and social justice. It systematically and empirically reviews early childhood education policies in specific countries and areas in the Asia-Pacific Region, such as Australia, Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, Singapore, Vietnam, New Zealand, Pacific Islands, and so on. As the first English-language collection of large-scale reviews of early childhood education policies in Asia Pacific, this book will be of great value to early childhood educators, policymakers, researchers, and [...]
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Educational Psychology

W.C. Liu, J.C.K. Wang, R.M. Ryan (Eds.)

Building Autonomous Learners
Perspectives from Research and Practice using Self-Determination Theory

This edited work presents a collection of papers on motivation research in education around the globe. Pursuing a uniquely international approach, it also features selected research studies conducted in Singapore under the auspices of the Motivation in Educational Research Lab, National Institute of Education, Singapore. A total of 15 chapters include some of the latest findings on theory and practical applications alike, prepared by internationally respected researchers in the field of motivation research in education. Each author provides his/her perspective and practical strategies on how to maximize motivation in the classroom. Individual chapters focus on theoretical and practical[...]
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Educational Technology

M. Inumuma

Learning and Teaching with Technology in the Knowledge Society
New Literacy, Collaboration and Digital Content

This book discusses learning and teaching with modern technology in the new knowledge society. It focuses specifically on new literacy and technology in
The Market for Learning
Leading Transparent Higher Education
Improving transparency is critical to the future of higher education. This book articulates the role and necessity of transparency to creating substantial opportunities for innovation and transformation. Current global crises imperil exactly the kinds of progress higher education has helped to create. The sector must contribute now like never before. But it must put its own house in order first, and do a better job conveying its value and transformative potential. The book offers a transparency roadmap: it reveals the pressures reshaping higher education, clarifies the value and nature of transparency, examines emerging reporting platforms, reviews improvement opportunities for [...] More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-2871-7

H. Coates

International Relations
Games of Conflict and Cooperation in Asia
This edited volume is an outcome of the first major collaborative project between Japanese economists and political scientists, funded by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science. The authors of the individual chapters show that Asian states play games of conflict and cooperation strategically by creating, changing, or destroying institutions. For them, conflict and cooperation are inseparable phenomena and are integral parts of states’ strategic interactions under constraints. Through the establishment of appro-
into the market area analysis, it is shown in Part I that retailers’ market areas and prices are changed in different ways by a reduction of transportation costs. The mechanism of these changes is explained by checking the contact prices at apexes of the retailers’ market areas. Then the book moves to the manufacturing industry and deals with a firm’s production process. Part II of the book shows the manner in which the [...] More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-0523-7
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Science Education Research and Practices in Taiwan
Challenges and Opportunities
This book highlights the development and outcomes of research on and practical experience in science education in Taiwan. As the outcomes of the scholarship on science education in Taiwan have garnered attention in science education communities around the world, this book gathers the most relevant research on Taiwan, presenting it in a cohesive overview that will move science education forward in terms of policy, research and practice.
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Asian History

Silk and Tea in the North
Scandinavian Trade and the Market for Asian Goods in Eighteenth-Century Europe

This book links the trade of the Danish and Swedish East India companies to the British taste for tea, a Scandinavian craving for colourful Chinese silk textiles, import substitutions schemes and natural history in the eighteenth century. It is a global history exploring the exchange of silver for goods in Canton. It is also a European history studying the wholesale market for Asian goods in Gothenburg and Copenhagen, the formation of taste and the impact of fashion in the blending of tea and the assortments of colours on wrought silk destined for markets across Europe. Linking material history to political economy and the histories of science, this book ends on the threshold of the [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-25923-9
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Media and Communication

September 11, 2001 as a Cultural Trauma
A Case Study through Popular Culture

This book investigates the September 11, 2001 attacks as a case study of cultural trauma, as well as how the use of widely-distributed, easily-accessible forms of popular culture can similarly focalize evaluation of other moments of acute and profoundly troubling historical change. The attacks confounded the traditionally dominant narrative of the American Dream, which has persistently and pervasively featured optimism and belief in a just world that affirms and rewards self-determination. This shattering of a worldview fundamental to mainstream experience and cultural understanding in the United States has manifested as a cultural trauma throughout popular culture in the first decade [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-50154-3

Hardcover
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Classical Studies

The Aristotelian Mechanics
Text and Diagrams

This book examines the transmission processes of the Aristotelian Mechanics. It does so to enable readers to appreciate the value of the treatise based on solid knowledge of the principles of the text. In addition, the book’s critical examination helps clear up many of the current misunderstandings about the transmission of the text and the diagrams. The first part of the book sets out the Greek manuscript tradition of the Mechanics, resulting in a newly established stemma codicum that illustrates the affiliations of the manuscripts. This research has led to new insights into the transmission of the treatise, most importantly, it also demonstrates an urgent need for a new text. [...] More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-45543-7
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Memory Studies

History, Policy and Public Purpose
Historians and Historical Thinking in Government

This book takes a fresh look at the connection between history and policy, proposing that historians rediscover a sense of ‘public purpose’ that can embrace political decision-making – and also enhance historical practice. Making policy is a complex and messy affair, calling on many different forms of expertise and historians have often been reluctant to get involved in policy advice, with those interested in ‘history in public’ tending to work with museums, heritage sites, broadcasters and community organisations. Green notes, however, that historians have also insisted that ‘history matters’ in public policy debate, and been critical of politicians’ distortions or neglect of the [...] More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-52085-2
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Modern History

The Palgrave Handbook of Mass Dictatorship

This book offers a fresh and original approach to the study of one of the dominant features of the twentieth century. Adopting a truly global approach to the realities of modern dictatorship, this handbook examines the multiple ways in which dictatorship functions - both for the rulers and for the ruled - and draws on the expertise of more than twenty five distinguished contributors coming from European, American, and Asian universities. While confronting the immense complexities of repression and popular response under dictatorship, the volume also poses a series of wide-ranging questions about the political organization of present-day mass society.
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World History, Global and Transnational History

The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Imperialism and Anti-Imperialism

The Palgrave Encyclopedia Imperialism and Anti-Imperialism objectively presents the prominent themes, epochal events, theoretical explanations, and historical accounts of imperialism from 1776 to the present. It is the most historically and academically comprehensive examination of the subject to date.
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Japanese citizens participated as decision makers in criminal law. The book assesses reasons for the jury system’s failure, and its suspension in 1943, as well as the renewed interest in popular involvement in criminal justice at the end of the twentieth century. Popular Participation in Japanese Criminal Justice proceeds by explaining the process by which lay participation in criminal trials left the periphery to become [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-35076-9
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Criminology and Criminal Justice, general

D. Weisburd, D.P. Farrington, C. Gill (Eds.)

What Works in Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation
Lessons from Systematic Reviews

Systematic reviews aim to minimize any possible bias in drawing conclusions by stating explicit criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies, by conducting extensive and wide-ranging searches for possibly eligible studies, and by making all stages of the review explicit and transparent so that the methods can be checked and replicated. Over a decade ago, a concerted effort was made by members of the criminology community, including the Editors and contributors of this volume, to bring the practice of systematic reviews to the study of Criminology, providing replicable, evidence-based data to answer key questions about the study of crime causation, detection, and prevention. Now [...] More on www.springer.com/978-1-4939-3475-1

Hardcover
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Gang Transitions and Transformations in an International Context

This unique volume explores why and how youth join and leave gangs, as a lens for exploring intervention and prevention through comparative, international research. The book explores three key questions: how do youth gangs form and how do they change over time? Why do youth join street gangs, and why do they leave? How can we use this knowledge to foster more effective interventions for gang problems? Drawing from research conducted in ten different countries (Belgium, Canada, Germany, Israel, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom,
the United States of America, and Venezuela) and a variety of disciplines, sixteen original chapters provide unique insights into: 1) patterns [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-29600-5
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S.H. Decker, N. Marteache (Eds.)

**International Handbook of Juvenile Justice**

This comprehensive reference work presents an in-depth analysis of juvenile justice systems across the world. The second edition of this Handbook has been updated with 13 new chapters, now covering a total of 34 countries, across North and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East from an international and comparative perspective. The International Handbook of Juvenile Justice is the result of research conducted by a group of outstanding scholars working in the field of juvenile justice. It reflects a collective concern about trends in juvenile justice over the past two decades, trends that have begun to blur the difference between criminal and juvenile justice. Also[...]
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R. McGarry, S. Walklate (Eds.)

**The Palgrave Handbook of Criminology and War**

This interdisciplinary Handbook brings together into one coherent volume a range of international authors, who firmly establish the relevance of war within the discipline of criminology. The chapters address emerging and prevailing issues in the criminological study of war, including state crime, corporate crime, victimology, genocide, policing, security and various forms of violence. Taking a critical standpoint including feminist, cultural, and radical approaches amongst others, the Handbook is split into five clear sections: (1) The Criminogenic Contexts of War; (2) Violence and Victimization at War; (3) Violence, War and Security; (4) Perpetrators of Violence and the Aftermath of[...]
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**European Law**
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**Data Protection on the Move**

Current Developments in ICT and Privacy/Data Protection

This volume brings together papers that offer methodologies, conceptual analyses, highlight issues, propose solutions, and discuss practices regarding privacy and data protection. It is one of the results of the eight annual International Conference on Computers, Privacy, and Data Protection, CPDP 2015, held in Brussels in January 2015. The book explores core concepts, rights and values in (upcoming) data protection regulation and their (in)adequacy in view of developments such as Big and Open Data, including the right to be forgotten, metadata, and anonymity. It discusses privacy promoting methods and tools such as a formal systems modeling methodology, privacy by design in various[...]
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I. Richelle, W. Schön, E. Traversa (Eds.)

**State Aid Law and Business Taxation**

This book is a compilation of contributions exploring the impact of the European Treaty provisions regarding state aid on Member States’ legislation and administrative practice in the area of business taxa-
tion. Starting from a detailed analysis of the European Courts’ jurisprudence on Art.107 TFEU the authors lay out fundamental issues – e.g. on legal concepts like “advantage”, “selectivity” and “discrimination” – and explore current problems – in particular policy and practice regarding “harmful” tax competition within the European Union. This includes the Member States’ Code of Conduct on business taxation, the limits to anti-avoidance legislation and the options for legislation on[...]
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Sources and Subjects of International Law, International Organizations

A. Taşdelen

The Return of Cultural Artefacts
Hard and Soft Law Approaches

This book analyses the instruments and approaches offered by public international law to resolve cultural heritage related disputes and facilitate the return of illicitly transferred objects to their countries of origin. In addition to assessing the instruments themselves, their origins, and their advantages and disadvantages, it also examines the roles and interests of the actors involved. Lastly, the book explores the interaction between hard and soft law approaches, the reasons for and importance of this interaction, as well as its consequences.
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Yearbook of International Sports Arbitration 2015

The Yearbook of International Sports Arbitration is the first academic publication aiming to offer comprehensive coverage, on a yearly basis, of the most recent and salient developments regarding international sports arbitration, through a combination of general articles and case notes. The present volume covers decisions rendered by the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) and national courts in 2015.

It is a must-have for sports lawyers and arbitrators, as well as researchers engaged in this field. It provides in-depth articles on burning issues raised by international sports arbitration, and independent commentaries by esteemed academics and seasoned practitioners on the most[...]
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African Culture

China's Media and Soft Power in Africa
Promotion and Perceptions
This volume brings together scholars from different disciplines and nations to examine and assess the effectiveness of China's soft power initiatives in Africa. It throws light not only on China's engagement with Africa but also on how China's increasing influence is received in the African media.
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American Culture

New York City and the Hollywood Musical
Dancing in the Streets
In examining the relationship between the spectacular, iconic and vibrant New York of the musical and the off-screen history and geography of the real city — this book explores how the city shaped the genre and equally how the genre shaped representations of the city. Shearer argues that while the musical was for many years a prime vehicle for the idealization of urban density, the transformation New York underwent after World War II constituted a major challenge to its representation. Including analysis of 42nd Street, Swing Time, Cover Girl, On the Town, The Band Wagon, Guys and Dolls, West Side Story and many other classic and little-known musicals — this book is an innovative study of[...]
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American Cinema

Love and Marriage Across Social Classes in American Cinema

This book is the first comprehensive and systematic study of cross-class romance films throughout the history of American cinema. It provides vivid discussions of these romantic films, analyses their normative patterns and thematic concerns, traces how they were shaped by inequalities of gender and class in American society, and explains why they were especially popular from World War I through the roaring twenties and the Great Depression. In the vast majority of cross-class romance films the female is poor or from the working class, the male is wealthy or from the upper class, and the romance ends successfully in marriage or the promise of marriage.
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explores its role in propagating new perceptions regarding Japanese history.
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**Paradoxical Japaneseeness**

Cultural Representation in 21st Century Japanese Cinema

This book offers insightful analysis of cultural representation in Japanese cinema of the early 21st century. The impact of transnational production practices on films such as Dolls (2002), Sukiyaki Western Django (2007), Tetsuo: The Bullet Man (2009), and 13 Assasins (2010) is considered through textual and empirical analysis. The author discusses contradictory forms of cultural representation – cultural concealment and cultural performance – and their relationship to both changing practices in the Japanese film industry and the global film market. Case studies take into account popular genres such as J Horror and jidaigeki period films, as well as the work of renowned filmmakers...[–]


**Cultural Heritage**

N. Sonoda (Ed.)

**New Horizons for Asian Museums and Museology**

This book presents up-to-date information about museums and museology in present-day Asia, focusing on Japan, Mongolia, Myanmar, and Thailand. Asian countries today have developed or are developing their own museology and museums, which are not simple copies of European or North American models. This book provides readers with carefully chosen examples of museum activities—for example, exhibition and sharing information, database construction, access to and conservation of museum collections, relationships between museums and local communities, and international cooperation in the field of cultural heritage. Readers are expected to include museum professionals and museology...[–]
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**Cultural Economics**

**Advances in Happiness Research**

A Comparative Perspective

This edited volume makes a contribution to the literature on happiness research by compiling studies based on cross-national research and from diverse academic disciplines. The book is distinctive in that it contains both theoretical and empirical analyses, investigating relationships between causes of happiness and economic behavior relating to employment, consumption, and saving. Most notably, it is one of the first studies in this subject area that analyzes micro data collected in Europe, US and Japan with information on respondents’ attributes and their economic behavior, as well as in measuring inter-temporal happiness by principal factor analysis. Research findings in this volume...[–]
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**Cultural Theory**

J. Clammer

**Cultures of Transition and Sustainability**

Culture after Capitalism

Contending that culture lies at the root of our current planetary and civilizational crisis, this book uniquely explores the nature of the specifically cultural dimensions of that crisis and how culture relates to the areas...
Media and Communication

M. Rolfe

The Reinvention of Populist Rhetoric in The Digital Age
Insiders & Outsiders in Democratic Politics

This highly original work considers the rhetoric of political actors and commentators who identify digital media as the means to a new era of politics and democracy. Placing this rhetoric in a historical and intellectual context, it provides a compelling explanation of the reinvention and thematic recurrence of democratic discourse. The author investigates the populist sources of rhetoric used by digital politics enthusiasts as outsiders inaugurating new eras of democracy with digital media, such as Barack Obama and Julian Assange, and explores the generations of rhetorical and political history behind them. The book places their rhetoric in the context of the permanent tensions[...]
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Theatre and Performance Studies

International Theatre Olympics
The Artistic and Intercultural Power of Olympism

This pivot examines how the Theatre Olympics, born in 1995, have served to enrich each host country’s culture, community, and foreign relations. Looking at the host country’s political, social, and cultural circumstances, it considers how the festival expands the notion of Olympism beyond its application to the Olympic Games, expressing the spirit of Olympism and interculturalism in each country’s distinct cultural language. It also emphasizes the festival’s development over the twenty years of its existence and how each festival’s staging has reflected the national identity, theatre tradition, and cultural interest of the hosting country at that time, as well as how each festival[...]
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Media Sociology

Lady Gaga and the Sociology of Fame
The Rise of a Pop Star in an Age of Celebrity

This book investigates the stardom of Lady Gaga within a cultural-sociological framework. Resisting a reductionist perspective of fame as a commodity, Mathieu Deflem offers an empirical examination of the social conditions that informed Lady Gaga’s rise to fame. The book delves into topics such as the marketing of Lady Gaga; the legal issues that have dogged her career; the media; her audience; her activism; issues of sex, gender, and sexuality; and Lady Gaga’s unique artistry. By training a spotlight on this singular pop icon, Lady Gaga and the Sociology of Fame invites readers to consider the nature of stardom in an age of celebrity.
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Theatre History

Bernard Shaw’s Marriages and Misalliances

This book combines the insights of thirteen Savilian scholars as they examine the themes of marriage, relationships and partnerships throughout all of Bernard Shaw’s major works. It also connects Shaw’s own experiences of love and marriage to the themes that emerge in his works, showing how his personal relationships in and out of matrimonial bonds change the ways his characters enter and exit marriages and misalliances. While providing a wealth of new analysis, this collection of essays also leaves lingering questions for the reader to spark continuing dialogue in both individual and academic settings.
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Twentieth-Century Literature

Agatha Christie on Screen

This book is a comprehensive exploration of 90 years of film and television adaptations of the world’s best-selling novelist’s work. Drawing on extensive archival material, it offers new information regarding both the well-known and forgotten screen adaptations of Agatha Christie’s stories, including unmade and rare adaptations, some of which have been unseen for more than half a century. This history offers intriguing insights into the discussions and debates that surrounded many of these screen projects – something that is brought to life through previously unpublished correspondence from Christie herself and a new wide-ranging interview with her grandson, Mathew Pritchard. [...] More on www.springer.com/978-1-349-67695-8
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Environmental Policy

S. Saran, A. Jones

India’s Climate Change Identity Between Reality and Perception

This book presents a new and innovative approach to understanding the dynamics of international climate change negotiations using India as a focal point. The authors consider India’s negotiating position at multilateral climate negotiations and its focus on the notion of ‘equity’ and its new avatar ‘climate justice’. This book delves into the media’s representation of India as a rural economy, a rising industrial power, a developing country, a member of the 5 emerging economies (BRICS), and a country with severe resource security issues, in order to examine the diverse and at time divergent narratives on India’s national identity in the context of policy formulation. Those researching[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-46414-5

Hardcover
2017. XVII, 144 p. 10 illus.
ISBN 978-3-319-46414-5
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Ethics

Z.J. Goldberg (Ed.)

Reflections on Ethics and Responsibility

Essays in Honor of Peter A. French

The original essays in this book address the influential writings of Peter A. French on the nature of responsibility, ethics, and moral practices. French’s contributions to a wide spectrum of philosophical discussions have made him a dominant figure in the fields of normative ethics, meta-ethics, applied ethics, as well as legal and political philosophy. Many of French’s deepest insights come from identifying and exploring the scope and nature of moral responsibility and human agency as they appear in actual events, real social and cultural practices, as well as in literature and film. This immediacy renders French’s scholarship vital and accessible to a wide variety of audiences. The[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-50357-8

Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-319-50357-8
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Epistemology

H. Arló-Costa, V.F. Hendricks, J. van Benthem (Eds.)

Readings in Formal Epistemology Sourcebook

This volume presents 38 classic texts in formal epistemology, and strengthens the ties between research into this area of philosophy and its neighbouring intellectual disciplines. The editors provide introductions to five subsections: Bayesian Epistemology, Belief Change, Decision Theory, Interactive Epistemology and Epistemic Logic. ‘Formal epistemology’ is a term coined in the late 1990s for a new constella-

History of Military

K. Unoki

International Relations and the Origins of the Pacific War

International Relations and the Origins of the Pacific War takes the unique approach of examining the history of the relationship between Japan and the United States by using the framework of international relations theories to search for the origins of the Pacific War, that erupted with Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbour in 1941.

More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-57201-1

Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-137-57201-1
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

History of Religion

E. Anderson (Ed.)

Belief and Practice in Imperial Japan and Colonial Korea

Bringing together the work of leading scholars of religion in imperial Japan and colonial Korea, this collection addresses the complex ways in which religion served as a site of contestation and negotiation among different groups, including the Korean Choson court, the Japanese colonial government, representatives of different religions, and Korean and Japanese societies. It considers the complex religious landscape as well
as the intersection of historical and political contexts that shaped the religious beliefs and practices of imperial and colonial subjects, offering a constructive contribution to contemporary conflicts that are rooted in a contested understanding of a complex and[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-1565-6

Hardcover
2017. XXVIII, 258 p. 2 illus. (Religion and Society in Asia Pacific)
ISBN 978-981-10-1565-6
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Modern History

Forthcoming
A. Morris-Reich, D. Rupnow (Eds.)

Ideas of ‘Race’ in the History of the Humanities
This volume is concerned with the hitherto neglected role of the humanities in the histories of the idea of race. Its aim is to begin to fill in this significant lacuna. If, in the decades following World War II and the Holocaust – years that witnessed European decolonization and the African-American civil rights movement – the concept of ‘race’ slowly but surely lost its legitimacy as a cultural, political and scientific category, for much of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century concepts of race enjoyed widespread currency in numerous fields of knowledge such as the history of art, history, musicology, or philosophy. Bringing together some of the most[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-49952-9

Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-319-49952-9
### April 21, 2017

Modern Philosophy

L. Nelson

A Theory of Philosophical Fallacies
Presented as a Vorlesung in the German philosophical tradition, this book presents the most detailed account of Nelson’s method of argument analysis, celebrated by many luminaries such as Karl Popper. It was written in 1921 in opposition to the relativistic, subjectivist and nihilistic tendencies of Nelson’s time. The book contains an exposition of a method that is a further development of Kant’s transcendental dialectics, followed by an application to the critical analysis of arguments by many famous thinkers, including Bentham, Mill, Poincaré, Leibniz, Hegel, Einstein, Bergson, Rickert, Simmel, Brentano, Stamm-

Phenomenology

J.W. Alvis

Marion and Derrida on The Gift and Desire: Debating the Generosity of Things
This book examines the various encounters between Jean-Luc Marion and Jacques Derrida on the “gift,” considers their many differences on “desire,” and demonstrates how these topics hold the keys to some of phenomenology’s most pressing structural questions, especially regarding “deconstructive” approaches within the field. The book claims that the topic of desire is a central lynchpin to understanding the two thinkers’ conflict over the gift, for the gift is reducible to the “desire to give,” which initiates a turn to the topic of “generosity.” To what degree might loving also imply giving? How far might it be suggested that love is reducible to desire and intentionality?[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-27940-4

Hardcover
2016. XI, 269 p. (Contributions To Phenomenology, Vol. 85)
ISBN 978-3-319-27940-4
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Philosophy of Science

K. Landsman, E. van Wolde (Eds.)

The Challenge of Chance
A Multidisciplinary Approach from Science and the Humanities
This book presents a multidisciplinary perspective on chance, with contributions from distinguished researchers in the areas of biology, cognitive neuroscience, economics, genetics, general history, law,
linguistics, logic, mathematical physics, statistics, theology and philosophy. The individual chapters are bound together by a general introduction followed by an opening chapter that surveys 2500 years of linguistic, philosophical, and scientific reflections on chance, coincidence, fortune, randomness, luck and related concepts. A main conclusion that can be drawn is that, even after all this time, we still cannot be sure whether chance is a truly fundamental and irreducible[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-26298-7

Hardcover
2016. VII, 276 p. 7 illus., 2 illus. in color. (The Frontiers Collection)
ISBN 978-3-319-26298-7
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Philosophy of Science for Scientists

This textbook offers an introduction to the philosophy of science. It helps undergraduate students from the natural, the human and social sciences to gain an understanding of what science is, how it has developed, what its core traits are, how to distinguish between science and pseudo-science and to discover what a scientific attitude is. It argues against the common assumption that there is fundamental difference between natural and human science, with natural science being concerned with testing hypotheses and discovering natural laws, and the aim of human and some social sciences being to understand the meanings of individual and social group actions. Instead examines the[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-26549-0

Hardcover
2016. XV, 257 p. 28 illus. in color. (Springer Undergraduate Texts in Philosophy)
ISBN 978-3-319-26549-0
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Time of Nature and the Nature of Time
Philosophical Perspectives of Time in Natural Sciences

This volume addresses the question of time from the perspective of the time of nature. Its aim is to provide some insights about the nature of time on the basis of the different uses of the concept of time in natural sciences. Presenting a dialogue between philosophy and science, it features a collection of papers that investigate the representation, modeling and understanding of time as they appear in physics, biology, geology and paleontology. It asks questions such as: whether or not the notions of time in the various sciences are reducible to the same physical time, what status should be given to timescale differences, or what are the specific epistemic issues raised by past facts[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-53723-8

Hardcover
2017. X, 443 p. 96 illus., 35 illus. in color. (Boston Studies in the Philosophy and History of Science, Vol. 326)
ISBN 978-3-319-53723-8

Philosophy of the Social Sciences

L. G. Johansson

Social Ontology and Collective Intentionality
Critical Essays on the Philosophy of Raimo Tuomela with His Responses

This volume features a critical evaluation of the recent work of the philosopher, Prof. Raimo Tuomela and it also offers it offers new approaches to the collectivism-versus-individualism debate. It specifically looks at Tuomela’s book Social Ontology and its accounts of collective intentionality and related topics. The book contains eight essays written by expert contributors that present different perspectives on Tuomela’s investigation into the philosophy of sociality, social ontology, theory of action, and (philosophical) decision and game theory. In addition, Tuomela himself gives a comprehensive response to each essay and defends his theory in terms of the new arguments[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-33235-2

Hardcover
2017. XIV, 220 p. (Studies in the Philosophy of Sociality, Vol. 8)
ISBN 978-3-319-33235-2
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.
Asian Politics

Asia Pacific Countries and the US Rebalancing Strategy
This book examines the success of the US rebalancing (or pivot) strategy towards Asia, placing the US pivot in a historical context while highlighting its policy content and management dilemmas. Further, the contributors discuss the challenges and opportunities that each regional state confronts in responding to the US rebalancing strategy. In 2011, President Barack Obama laid out the framework for a strategic pivot of US policy towards the Asia Pacific region. Writers in this volume focus specifically on Asian perception of the strategy. Among the topics they explore are: China’s desire to be seen as equal to the US while maintaining foreign policy initiatives independent of the US.[...]
More on [www.springer.com](http://www.springer.com/978-1-137-58797-8)

Hardcover
2016. XII, 279 p. 1 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-1-137-58797-8
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Power in Contemporary Japan
This book discusses Japanese conceptions of power and presents a complex, nuanced look at how power operates in society and in politics. It rejects stereotypes that describe Japanese citizens as passive and apolitical, cemented into a vertically structured, group-oriented society and shows how citizens learn about power in the contexts of the family, the workplace, and politics. As Japan grapples with the consequences of having one of the oldest and most rapidly ageing populations in the world, it is important for social scientists and policy makers worldwide to understand the choices it makes. Particularly as pol-

icy-makers have once again turned their attention to workers, the roles[...]
More on [www.springer.com](http://www.springer.com/978-1-137-60166-7)

Hardcover
2016. XIV, 263 p. 34 illus., 1 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-1-137-60166-7
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

W. Jou, M. Endo

Generational Gap in Japanese Politics

A Longitudinal Study of Political Attitudes and Behaviour
After decades of stable and seemingly semi-permanent single-party dominance, Japanese politics have gone through fundamental changes since the early 1990s. Government ministries have been reorganised, prime ministerial powers strengthened, and rules for electing the lower house of parliament overhauled. Furthermore, frequent formation, merger, splintering and disappearance of new parties have continued for more than two decades. How do citizens make sense of politics amidst such rapid shifts? The authors address this question by focusing on attitudinal and behavioural changes and continuities with respect to political ideology. They explore what issues citizens associate with[...]
More on [www.springer.com](http://www.springer.com/978-1-137-50340-4)

Hardcover
2016. XII, 139 p. 12 illus., 9 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-1-137-50340-4
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

T. Dadabaev, H. Komatsu (Eds.)

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan

Life and Politics during the Soviet Era
This volume offers perspectives from the general public in post-Soviet Central Asia and reconsiders the meaning and the legacy of Soviet administration in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. This study emphasizes that the way in which people in Central Asia reconcile their Soviet past to a great extent refers to the three-fold process of recollecting their everyday experiences, reflecting on their past from the perspective of their post-Soviet present, and re-imagining. These three elements influence memories and lead to selectivity in memory construction. This process also
Globalization

T. Mahn, M. Negre
S. Klingebiel, T. Mahn, M. Negre (Eds.)

The Fragmentation of Aid Concepts, Measurements and Implications for Development Cooperation

This edited volume provides an assessment of an increasingly fragmented aid system. Development cooperation is fundamentally changing its character in the wake of global economic and political transformations and an ongoing debate about what constitutes, and how best to achieve, global development. This also has important implications for the setup of the aid architecture. The increasing number of donors and other actors as well as goals and instruments has created an environment that is increasingly difficult to manoeuvre. Critics describe today’s aid architecture as ‘fragmented’: inefficient, overly complex and rigid in adapting to the dynamic landscape of international cooperation.[…]

More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-55356-0

International Relations

Power Politics in Asia’s Contested Waters

Territorial Disputes in the South China Sea

This volume offers a comprehensive and empirically rich analysis of regional maritime disputes in the South China Sea (SCS). By discussing important aspects of the rise of China’s maritime power, such as territorial disputes, altered perceptions of geo-politics and challenges to the US-led regional order, the authors demonstrate that a regional power shift is taking place in Asia-Pacific. The volume also provides in-depth discussions of the responses to Chinese actions by SCS claimants as well as by important non-claimant actors.

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-26150-8

The British General Election of 2015

The British General Election of 2015 is a must-read for anyone wanting to know how the action unfolded in the most unpredictable election for a generation. Drawing on hundreds of confidential interviews with all the key players, it offers a compelling insider’s guide to the election’s background, campaign, and the results which led to the formation of the first majority Conservative government in eighteen years. Designed to appeal to everyone from Westminster insiders, politics students and the wider general public, this is the authoritative account of the 2015 election. Continuing a proud Palgrave Macmillan tradition, The British General Election of 2015 is the 19th edition and[…]

More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-36610-8

The Palgrave Handbook of International Development

International development is a dynamic, vibrant and complex field – both in terms of practices and in relation to framing and concepts. This collection draws together leading experts from a range of disciplines, including development economics, geography, sociology, political science and international relations, to explore persistent problems and emergent trends in international development. Building from an introduction to key development theories, this Handbook proceeds to examine key development questions relating to the changing donor and aid landscape, the changing role of citizens and the state in develop-
ment, the role of new finance flows and privatization in development, the[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-42723-6

**Political Economy**

Challenges to European Welfare Systems

This book provides the first comprehensive analyses of the challenges all European welfare systems have been facing since 2007, combining in-depth country-based studies and comparative chapters. It focuses on: 1) the economic and financial crisis, 2) demographic change, and 3) the balance between avoiding risks and opening up opportunities in social policy. The results show that European welfare systems tend to face the same challenges in different ways and that also their responses to those challenges differ considerably. Although the EU also plays a part in shaping national welfare systems, it becomes evident that European welfare systems are by no means converging: in terms of[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-47342-4

**Public Policy**

The Politics of Health Policy Reform in the UK

England’s Permanent Revolution

This book explains the politics of thirty years of ‘market reform’ in the English NHS, with the rest of the UK a counter-factual. Paton shows how each subsequent reform has been shaped by the confusion left by the previous reform. The long-term ideology has been anti-statist but policy-making at each stage of ‘reform’
Demography

An Empirical Analysis of Population and Technological Progress

Analyzing the relation between population factors and technological progress is the main purpose of this book. With its declining population, Japan faces the simple but difficult problem of whether sustained economic growth can be maintained. Although there are many studies to investigate future economic growth from the point of view of labor force transition and the decreasing saving rate, technological progress is the most important factor to be considered in the future path of the Japanese economy. Technological progress is the result of innovations or improvements in the quality of human and physical capital. The increase in technological progress, which is measured as total[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-54958-1

Softcover
2016. XXI, 97 p. 41 illus., 7 illus. in color. (Population Studies of Japan)
ISBN 978-4-431-55150-8
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

H. Kato

Age-Structured Population Dynamics in Demography and Epidemiology

This book is the first one in which basic demographic models are rigorously formulated by using modern age-structured population dynamics, extended to study real-world population problems. Age structure is a crucial factor in understanding population phenomena, and the essential ideas in demography and epidemiology cannot be understood without mathematical formulation; therefore, this book gives readers a robust mathematical introduction to human population studies. In the first part of the volume, classical demographic models such as the stable population model and its linear extensions, density-dependent nonlinear models, and pair-formation models are formulated by the McKendrick[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-0187-1

Hardcover
2017. XIX, 555 p. 15 illus.
ISBN 978-981-10-0187-1
### March 29, 2017

H. Inaba

Educational Technology

Implementing Mobile Language Learning Technologies in Japan

This book explores theoretical and practical aspects of implementing mobile language learning in university classrooms for English as a Foreign Language in Japan. The technologies utilized, such as smartphones, iPads, and wi-fi, integrate students’ handheld devices into the campus network infrastructure. The pedagogical aims of ubiquitous mobile learning further incorporate social media, blended learning, and flipped classroom approaches into the curriculum. Chapter 1 defines mobile language learn-
ing within dimensions of e-learning and technol-
ology-assisted language learning, prior to tracing the
development of mobile learning in Japan. Chapter 2
documents the sociocultural theory[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-2449-8

Softcover
2017. X, 97 p. 36 illus. (SpringerBriefs in Education)
ISBN 978-981-10-2449-8
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

A. Wallwork

English for Presentations at
International Conferences

Good presentation skills are key to a successful career in
academia. This guide provides examples taken from
real presentations given both by native and
non-native academics covering a wide variety of
disciplines. The easy-to-follow guidelines and tips will
teach you how to: plan, prepare and practice a well-
organized, interesting presentation avoid errors in
English by using short easy-to-say sentences improve
your English pronunciation and intonation gain confi-
dence, and overcome nerves and embarrassment highlight the essential points you want your audience to remember ortract and retain audience attention deal with questions from the audience?This new edition
contains several additional[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-26328-1

Softcover
2016. XVIII, 284 p. 6 illus. in color. (English for Academic
Research)
ISBN 978-3-319-26328-1
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

A. Wallwork

Environmental Geography

R. White, G. Pink (Eds.)

Environmental Crime and
Collaborative State Intervention

This book examines the role and practical dynam-
ics of governmental environmental law enforcement
agencies and individuals who combat environmental
crime. It will inform researchers about the ‘real world’
experiences of practitioners and provide an intellec-
tual space for practitioners to examine critically what
it is they do and why.

Hardcover
2016. XXVI, 249 p. (Palgrave Studies in Green Criminology)
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

G. Toh

English as Medium of Instruction
in Japanese Higher Education
Presumption, Mirage or Bluff?

This book sets out to uncover and discuss the curric-
ular, pedagogical as well as cultural-political issues
relating to ideological contradictions inherent in
the adoption of English as medium of instruction in
Japanese education. Situating the Japanese adoption of
EMI in contradicting discourses of outward glob-
alization and inward Japaneseess, the book critiques
the current trend, in which EMI merely serves as an
ornamental and promotional function rather than a
robust educational intervention.
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39704-7

T. Kaneda, H. Kanegae, Y. Toyoda, P. Rizzi (Eds.)

Simulation and Gaming in the
Network Society

This book provides the state of the art in the simu-
lating and gaming field by systematically collect-
ing excellent papers presented at the 46th Inter-
national Simulation and Gaming Association annual
conference held in Kyoto 17–25 July 2015. Simulation
and gaming has been used in a wide variety of areas
ranging from early childhood education and school-
age children, universities, and professional educa-
tion, to policy exploration and social problem solv-
ing. Moreover, it now been drastically changing its
features in the Internet Of Things (IOT) society while
taking over a wide variety of aliases, such as serious
games and gamification. Most of the papers on which this book’s[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-0574-9

**Hardcover**
2016. XVI. 474 p. 133 illus., 85 illus. in color. (Translational Systems Sciences, Vol. 9)
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

---

**Gender Studies**

M.J.E. Ebeling

**Healthcare and Big Data**

Digital Specters and Phantom Objects

This highly original book is an ethnographic noir of how Big Data profits from patient private health information. The book follows personal health data as it is collected from inside healthcare and beyond to create patient consumer profiles that are sold to marketers. Primarily told through a first-person noir narrative, Ebeling as a sociologist-hard-boiled-detective, investigates Big Data and the trade in private health information by examining the information networks that patient data traverses. The noir narrative reveals the processes that the data broker industry uses to create data commodities—data phantoms—or the marketing profiles of patients that are bought by advertisers[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-50220-9

**Hardcover**
2016. XIII. 170 p. 3 illus.
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

---

**Macroeconomics/Monetary Economics/Financial Economics**

H. Kita, K. Taniguchi, Y. Nakajima (Eds.)

**Realistic Simulation of Financial Markets**
Analyzing Market Behaviors by the Third Mode of Science

This book takes up unique agent-based approaches to solving problems related to stock and their derivative markets. Toward this end, the authors have worked for more than 15 years on the development of an artificial market simulator called U-Mart for use as a research and educational tool. A noteworthy feature of the U-Mart simulator compared to other artificial market simulators is that U-Mart is an ultra-realistic artificial stock and their derivative market simulator. For example, it can simulate “arrowhead,” a next-generation trading system used in the Tokyo Stock Exchange and other major markets, as it takes into consideration the institutional design of the entire market[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55056-3

**Hardcover**
2016. XV. 197 p. 88 illus., 17 illus. in color. (Evolutionary Economics and Social Complexity Science, Vol. 4)
ISBN 978-4-431-55056-3
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

---

**Social Sciences**

E.S. Nielsen

**Smart Growth Entrepreneurs**
Partners in Urban Sustainability

This book examines smart growth entrepreneurs—innovators in government, development companies, architectural firms, and other organizations, who coalesce to shift policies and markets toward green planning and building practices. Cities across the world are trying to manage their population and economic growth by implementing the design principles of Smart Growth and New Urbanism, developing green buildings that are compact, mixed-use, and in close proximity to transit services. How do innovators, governments, and markets interact in this planning and development process? The book profiles smart growth entrepreneurs and their projects in both Southern California and the suburbs of[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-41026-5

**Hardcover**
2017. XIII. 189 p. 8 illus., 4 illus. in color.
ISBN 978-3-319-41026-5
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

---

**Social Policy, Public Economics**

Forthcoming
Y. Sawada, M. Ueda, T. Matsubayashi

**Economic Analysis of Suicide Prevention**
Towards Evidence-Based Policy-Making

This book examines the causes and consequences of suicide from the perspective of economics. The approach here differs from those in medical, psychiatric, epidemiological, and sociological studies of suicide and is thus novel in a way that highlights the importance of economic and institutional settings in the problem of suicide. The authors argue that suicide imposes a tremendous economic cost on contemporary society in a variety of ways, requiring the government to develop an effective prevention strategy. An empirical analysis using data from Japan and other developed countries shows that natural disasters and economic crises increase suicide rates, while liberal government[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-981-10-1499-4
Sociology of Family, Youth and Aging

Evolving Eldercare in Contemporary China
Two Generations, One Decision

With an increasing number of elders moving into nursing homes, the shift from family to nursing home care calls for an exploration of caregiving decision-making in urban China. This study examines how a rapidly growing aging population, the one-child policy, and economic reform in urban China pose unprecedented challenges to the country’s ingrained tradition of family caregiving. It presents interviews of matched elders and their children from a government-sponsored nursing home in Shanghai and analyzes the decision-making process of institutionalization. This book offers fresh insight into the evolving culture and arrangements of caregiving in contemporary Chinese society. [...]


Hardcover
2016. XI, 262 p. 5 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Urban Anthropology)
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.

Shichigosan
Change and Continuity of a Family Ritual in Contemporary Urban Japan

This book presents a case study of shichigosan, an extremely popular childhood family ritual in contemporary Japan. It is an interesting example of a custom with very ancient roots (going back to the tenth century), that has undergone several transformations during the course of its history, adapting to changing socio-economic and cultural circumstances. Within the study, the ritual unfolds as a shared platform where basic social values, views on children and family life, and individual perceptions emerge, are expressed and moulded at the same time. This book offers a multidisciplinary approach to the study of a ritual practice in the intensely urbanized context of present-day Japan.

More on www.springer.com/978-1-137-54693-7

Hardcover
Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days.
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Science &amp; Psychology</td>
<td>・Child and School Psychology • Social Work • Health Psychology • Personality and Social Psychology • Public Health • Cognitive Psychology • Psychological Methods/Evaluation • Psychotherapy and Counseling</td>
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パルグレイブ・マクミランのレファレンス・ブック

パルグレイブ・マクミランのレファレンス・ブックは、下記の4タイトルのみです。

The Statesman's Yearbook
The Statesman’s Yearbookは、世界中の文化、政治、経済の状況の変化を追跡調査できるユニークな文献です。複数の世代にわたり興味深く有益な事実を編集し、世界レベル、および国レベルで調べることができます。

Dictionary of Economics
経済に関する歴史的観点が比較、対比され、年を追って変化した経済学の姿を示すマップが記されています。

The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Strategic Management
戦略的経営の理論面と実証、もしくは実務面をカバーしているスタンダードな参考文献です。

International Historical Statistics
広範囲の社会経済的テーマをカバーし全世界の統計データを集めたコレクションです。北米・南米とヨーロッパだけでなく、アフリカ、アジア、オセアニアの稀少なデータも含まれており、ビジネス、経済学、環境研究、地理学、歴史学、社会学、統計研究の研究者にとって貴重な情報資源になる、真に学際的な出版物です。

シェプリンガー・イーブックスにアクセスするには?

シェプリンガー・イーブックス・コレクション (買い切り)
シェプリンガー・イーブックス・コレクションとは、分野別および出版年別でSpringerLink (link.springer.com)から提供するシェプリンガーの電子ブックパッケージです。2016年よりパルグレイブ・マクミランのタイトルが加わり、STM(科学・技術・医学)だけでなく、HSS(人文社会科学・ビジネス・経営・金融分野)も充実したコレクションになりました。一度きりのお支払で、継続してご利用いただける買い切り商品です。

シェプリンガー・ブック・アーカイブ (買い切り)
2004年から1840年代まで蔵出し大型電子ブックコレクションです。総タイトル数110,000点*のコレクション（うち、英語コレクションは56,000点）を提供します。また、2016年からはパルグレイブ・マクミランのアーカイブ・コレクションも加わりました。全分野のほか、分野別でもご利用可能です。*2015年12月現在
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いずれもライセンス契約となります。
詳しくはシェプリンガー・ネイチャーへ直接ご連絡ください。

シェプリンガー・ネイチャー
インスティテュショナル・マーケティング
Email: market@springer.jp
Tel: 03-4570-6710
Fax: 03-3267-8746

個人で電子ブックをお求めの際は、springer.com/shop またはpalgrave.comにてクレジットカードで購入できます。

製品について詳しくは springer.com/ebooks をご覧ください